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Scaling and labeling the high-resolution isotropic axis of two-dimensional multiple-quantum
magic-angle-spinning spectra of half-integer quadrupole spins
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The dynamics of half-integer quadrupole spins~I 5
3
2 , 5

2 , 7
2 , and 9

2 ! during the multiple-quantum~MQ!
magic-angle spinning experiment with the two-pulse sequence, a recent NMR method, is analyzed in order to
scale in frequency unit and label in ppm~the chemical shift unit! the high-resolution isotropic axis of a
two-dimensional~2D! spectrum. Knowledge of the two observed chemical shifts~dG1

(obs) anddG2
(obs)! of the center

of gravity of an MQ-filtered central-transition peak in the two dimensions allows us to determine the true
isotropic chemical shift of an absorption line, which is related to the mean bond angle in a compound. Only the
isotropic chemical shift and the second-order quadrupole interaction for a sample rotating at the magic angle at
a high spinning rate are considered during the free precession of the spin system. On the other hand, only the
first-order quadrupole interaction for a static sample is considered during the pulses. The hypercomplex de-
tection method is used to obtain a pure 2D absorption spectrum. The pulse program and the successive stages
of data processing are described. For simplicity, only the density matrix for a spinI 5

3
2 at the end of the first

pulse of phasew is calculated in detail, which allows us to deduce the phase cycling of the pulse sequence that
selectively detects the63-quantum coherences generated by the first pulse. The positions of the echo and
antiecho relative to the second pulse, and that of the MQ-filtered central-transition peak relative to the carrier
frequency (v0) along theF1 dimension are derived for the four half-integer quadrupole spins. The frequency
offset of v0 relative to an external aqueous solution in theF1 dimension is linearly related to that in theF2

dimension. The shearing transformation, whose main interest is to shift the beginning of the acquisition period
from the end of the second pulse to the echo position and to yield a high-resolution spectrum along theF1

dimension, is presented in great detail. In the literature, two conventions are used to define the evolution
period. ConventionCz takes the experimental evolution period as the evolution period, whereas conventionCk
considers the echo position relative to the first pulse as the evolution period. The true isotropic chemical shift,
the second-order quadrupole shift of the center of gravity of a peak, and the parameterCQh relating the
quadrupole coupling constant with the asymmetry parameter are functions ofdG1

(obs) anddG2
(obs) ; their relation-

ships depend on the conventions. In fact, conventionCk introduces a scaling factor~depending on the spin and
the coherence order! that modifies not only the spectral width and the linewidth, but also the positions of the
spinning sidebands in theF1 dimension. ConventionCz is recommended for linewidth comparison. The
analytical expressions are checked using87Rb (I 5

3
2 ) in the extensively studied RbNO3 powder with two

carrier frequencies: 98.2 and 163.6 MHz. Our data are in agreement with those of the literature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Two-dimensional~2D! high-resolution NMR applied to
spin I 5 1

2 systems1–4 has given new insights into molecula
structure. Similar development on spinI 5 1

2 systems in sol-
ids has occured.5 Most of the elements in the Periodic Tab
are quadrupole nuclei with spinI larger than1

2 , which are
sensitive to the electric-field gradient~EFG! generated by
their surroundings. The present paper deals with NMR
periments in which the interaction of the spin system w
the strong static magnetic fieldB0 is much larger than the
quadrupole interaction. In this condition, we are used to t
ing into account the first two expansion terms of this int
action, namely, the first- and second-order quadrup
interactions.6–14 Single-quantum~SQ! transitions between
consecutive energy levels as well as multiple-quantum~MQ!
transitions between nonconsecutive energy levels occur
ing the excitation of the spin system by a radiofrequency~rf!
pulse. Most of the methods discussed in this paper deal
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~5!/2764~19!/$15.00
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the second-order quadrupole interaction, which is invers
proportional toB0 and which has the property ofshifting an
absorption linefrom its true isotropic chemical shiftdCS

~iso! to
the observed chemical shift of its center of gravitydG2

(obs).
For half-integer quadrupole spins~I 5 3

2 , 5
2 , 7

2 , and 9
2 !, usu-

ally only one-dimensional~1D! absorption lines or 2D peak
of the central transition are observed.

The first 2D method on half-integer quadrupole spins
solids is the nutation.15–21The experiment consists in acqui
ing a series of free-induction decays~FID! following a single
rf excitation pulse for increasing pulse durations. TheF1

dimension of the 2D spectrum is the axis of the nutat
frequencies of the spin system around the rf magnetic fi
B1 . The implementation is simple, but the interpretation
not obvious becausethe 2D spectrum associated with
single crystallographic site may consist of several pea
along the F1 dimension; these peaks are related to the nu
tion frequencies. Furthermore, only the SQ coherences g
2764 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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PRB 58 2765SCALING AND LABELING THE HIGH-RESOLUTION . . .
erated by the rf pulse are detected by the rf coil; the M
coherences are not. Rotary-echo22,23 and off-resonance
nutations24,25have also been introduced. Extensive compu
simulation of experimental spectra is necessary to extrac
two quadrupole parameters: the quadrupole coupling c
stant e2qQ/h and the asymmetry parameterh. Haase and
co-workers26,27 explored a two-pulse FID method that yield
the inner-satellite powder spectrum directly, providing t
two quadrupole parameters independently. However, a
peaks may distort the spectrum. Meanwhile Spiess’s gro5

has developed 2D exchange spectra on the spinI 51 system,
giving dynamic information. More recently has appear
dynamic-angle spinning~DAS! methodology28 which pro-
vides 2D SQ/SQ correlation spectra wherethe 2D spectrum
associated with a single site is characterized by a sin
peak. A shearing transformation of the data is necessary d
ing the processing to yield a high-resolution isotropic sp
trum for the F1 dimension. The spectrum becomes a 2
isotropic/anisotropic correlation spectrum. Switching-an
spinning ~SAS! is also based on the 2D technique.29 The
simulation of its rather complex 2D contour plot provides t
relative orientation of the chemical shift tensor with resp
to the EFG tensor. Both DAS and SAS require a speciali
probehead with a rotor and apply three rf pulses. For S
the spinning axis of the rotor with respect toB0 is at an
arbitrary angle during the evolution period, defined by t
duration between the first two rf pulses, and at the ma
angle during the acquisition period, which starts at the en
the last rf pulse. DAS uses a specific pair of complement
angles of the rotor spinning axis in these two periods. S
acquires the FID following the last rf pulse, whereas DA
records the echo signal. Both methods take into account
central transition only, and thus consider the spin system
two-energy level system. Three-dimensional dynamic-an
correlation spectroscopy~DACSY! has been developed.30

Recently Frydman’s group31,32 introduced the multiple-
quantum magic-angle spinning~MQ-MAS! methodology. In
MQ spectroscopy, the rf pulses with a carrier frequencyv0
excite nuclear-spin coherences with oscillation frequenc
that are nearly multiples ofv0 . The oscillation of these co
herences is then detected indirectly through its effect on
SQ absorption lines nearv0 .33 This spectroscopy is based o
2D methods. The MQ-MAS methodology takes advantage
the properties of the MQ coherences to generate h
resolution isotropic spectra along theF1 dimension~see Sec.
II D !, giving the number of different crystallographic sites
a compound when conventional 1D MAS experiment p
vides overlapping absorption lines. Among all the coh
ences generated by the first rf pulse, the specific MQ co
ences are detected selectively34 by phase cycling the rf
pulses and the receiver in a two-pulse spin-echo seque
The rotor spinning axis is at the magic angle throughout
experiment. Thus a standard MAS probehead suffices for
experiment, but the NMR spectrometer must be equip
with a digital dephaser of the rf pulses. The interactions c
sidered between the two rf pulses and during the acquisi
period define the nature and position of the echoes, whe
the interactions considered during the rf pulses affect
amplitude of the echoes. On the other hand, the shape
spectrum of the echoes observed in a powder are affecte
the two pulse durations more than the interactions ac
r
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during the rf pulses do.12,35,36 The optimum experimenta
conditions for the MQ-MAS experiments are: strong
pulses, small offset, and high rotor spinning rate.32,37 Quan-
titative results on spin populations are not obvious12 but pos-
sible in particular conditions.32,37 A 2D MQ-MAS spectrum
represents the correlation of a specific MQ coherence in
F1 dimension with a SQ coherence in theF2 dimension.The
2D spectrum associated with a single site consists of a sin
peak—an MQ-filtered central-transition peak~simply called
the peak in the remainder of the paper!—but tilted. A shear-
ing transformation, carried out on the experimental data
fore the Fourier transformation versus the evolution peri
yields a powder spectrum along theF2 dimension and a
high-resolution, featureless line shape in theF1 dimension.
The sheared 2D spectrum becomes a 2D isotro
anisotropic correlation spectrum. It appears that MQ-MA
gives the same results as DAS but with a standard M
probehead, opening new fields of investigation that D
cannot explore, for example, nuclei with short spin-latti
relaxation times or variable temperature experiments. In f
these two methodologies are complementary.38 The spinning
sidebands in theF1 dimension, if present, arise from modu
lations of first-order quadrupole effects.39

Thereafter, MQ-MAS leads to numerous developmen
which are focused on the production of a pure 2D absorp
spectrum by designing various coherence trans
pathways,40,41 including thez-filter sequence;41–46the effects
of the rotor spinning rate and the excitation conditions on
spectra;47 the optimization of the experimental cond
tions;37,45 the synchronization of data acquisition with rot
spinning, which produces better sensitivity and improves l
shape.44–46 Vosegaardet al.48 proposed the MQ quadrupol
Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill MAS experiment which im
proves the sensitivity of the MQ-MAS spectrum by splittin
the second-order powder line shape in theF2 dimension into
manifolds of spin-echo ‘‘sidebands’’ while preserving hig
resolution in theF1 dimension. For moderate values o
e2qQ/h ~smaller than 4 MHz!, the method, called rotation
induced adiabatic coherence transfer, is insensitive to
magnitude ofe2qQ/h and, therefore, it provides quantitativ
results on spin populations.49 Structural data via homo
nuclearHD(II ) and heteronuclearHD(IS) magnetic dipole in-
teractions are also provided by MQ-MAS methodologies50

Brown and co-workers42,43,51avoid the shearing transforma
tion, which distorts line shapes in the final 2D spectrum,
developing novel amplitude- and phase-modulated ‘‘sp
t1’’ MQ-MAS experiments.

Extensions of the MQ approach to well establish
methods have also appeared such as variable-a
spinning38 ~MQ-VAS! that can provide chemical shif
anisotropy data, the double rotor~MQ-DOR!,52 shaped-
pulse excitation that produces better sensitivity,53 high-
power decoupling,54,55 cross-polarization,56–58 or hetero-
nuclear correlation by observing a spin-1

2 nuclei coupled
to a half-integer quadrupole spin producing bet
resolution.58 Experimental verification and application o
the above-mentioned methods have already been ca
out on the four half-integer quadrupole spins: spin-3

2 such
as boron-11,59 rubidium-87,38,41,45,51,60 or sodium-
23;31,32,37–39,42,43,45,47–50,53–55,61–64spin-52 such as manganese
55,31,37,52 aluminum-27,25,31,38,40,41,44,46,51,52,56,61,62,65–71or
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2766 PRB 58PASCAL P. MAN
oxygen-17;38,55,72,73 spin-72 such as cobalt-59~Ref. 37! or
scandium-45,38 and spin-92 such as niobium-93.37 The two
most studied nuclei are sodium-23 and aluminum-27.

Conventional 1D MAS spectra obtained with short
pulse duration allow the determination of the spin popu
tions if the absorption lines are not overlapping. If not, w
can use the MQ-MAS methodology to determine the num
of peaks or crystallographic sites, their true isotropic che
cal shifts, and the quadrupole parameters. Thanks to t
data, we can simulate the 1D MAS spectra to obtain the s
population of each site.59

Provided that the 2D MQ-MAS spectrum is labeled
chemical shift unit and the zero ppm positions in both a
are defined, knowledge of the two observed chemical shi
of the center of gravitydG1

(obs) anddG2
(obs) of a peak in the two

dimensions of a sheared MQ-MAS spectrum enables u
determine the true isotropic chemical shift of an absorpt
line,32,41,45 which is related to the mean-bond angle in
compound.40,74 Labeling of unsheared spectra25 is exten-
sively used by Amoureux and co-workers.65–72The observed
chemical shift of the center of gravity of a peak along theF2

dimension,dG2
(obs), is obtained experimentally by using a

external aqueous solution. There is little work on the label
of the high-resolution isotropic axis of theF1
dimension,32,41,45because this operation requires the anal
cal expression of the offsetVF1

, in theF1 dimension, ofv0

relative to the external aqueous solution@see Eqs.~74! and
~75!#. This offset depends on the definition of the evoluti
period that changes the spectral width in theF1 dimension.
This is why this axis is either unlabeled42,43,51or labeled with
poorly defined conditions.25,62,63

The present paper is devoted to scaling and labeling
high-resolution isotropic axis of sheared 2D MQ-MAS spe
tra consisting inMQ-filtered central-transition peaks. It is a
sequel to an earlier one dealing with the effects of
second-order quadrupole effects on the Hahn echoes in
rotating solids at the magic angle.12 Here, the analytical ex-
pressions, resulting from calculations about the echo and
tiecho signals in the two-pulse MQ-MAS experiment, are
single crystals but in practice their applications are also v
for powder samples. We focus on the simplest case of
3Q-MAS spectrum obtained with the two-pulse sequence
plied to a spinI 5 3

2 system, which is the easiest system. O
presentation on 3Q-MAS of a spinI 5 3

2 differs slightly from
that of Massiotet al.,41 who dealt with the 3Q-MAS of a spin
I 5 5

2 system. Results on the other three half-integer quad
pole spins are only given as a generalization. Up to Sec. I
we shall use our own notations for the four time-doma
parameters:t1 and t3 are the first- and second-pulse dur
tions,t2 is the experimental or MQ coherence evolution p
riod, andt4 the acquisition period~see Fig. 1!. From Sec.
II E, standard notations are used:t1 is the experimental or
MQ coherence evolution period, andt2 is the acquisition
period.

Section II A summarizes our previous calculations on
density operator describing the spin system from the ther
dynamic equilibrium to the end of anx pulse.12 A density-
matrix element is referred to by two half-integer magne
numbersr andc for row and column@see Eq.~7!#. Since a
strong rf pulse with a short pulse duration is applied,
-
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rotor appears to be static during the rf pulse. In other wor
the spin system can be described by time-independent in
actions. The main interaction that the spin system is subm
ted to is the first-order quadrupole interaction for a sta
sample. Therefore the quadrupole couplingvQ ,12 which de-
pends on the orientation of the crystal with respect toB0 ,
affects the amplitude of the FID following the rf pulse. For
powdered sample, a computer is needed to average th
sponse of the spin system over all the orientations of
crystal with respect toB0 in order to predict the experimenta
amplitude of the FID. Section II B describes the density m
trix associated with an rf pulse dephased by an anglew1
relative to anx pulse, which is an important ingredient of th
MQ-MAS methodology. The selective detection of an M
coherence, performed by phase cycling the rf pulses and
receiver, is shown in Sec. II C. Section II D derives the p
sitions of the echo and antiecho in the time domain as wel
those of the associated peaks in theF1 dimension of a 2D
spectrum.12,13,36,42,43The echo and antiecho pathways a
also defined for the four half-integer quadrupole spins. T
phase of the two rf pulses and that of the receiver, written
the hypercomplex or Stateset al. method41,75–77for generat-
ing quadrature detection in thet1 domain, are presented i
Table II. This method yields pure 2D absorption spectra. T

FIG. 1. Various meanings of the time-domain parameters.~a!
Our own notations:t1 is the first-pulse duration,t2 is the experi-
mental or MQ coherence evolution period,t3 is the second-pulse
duration, andt4 is the acquisition period beginning at the end of t
second rf pulse; the position of the echo involved in the MQ-MA
methodology ist45k(I ,p)t2 . ~b! Standard notations used in th
two-pulse MQ-MAS experiment:t1 is the experimental evolution
period andt2 is the experimental acquisition period.~c! Notations
involved in conventionCk used by Massiotet al. ~Ref. 41! and
Wanget al. ~Ref. 38!, (11k)t1 is the evolution period andt28 is the
shifted-acquisition period after the shearing transformation.~d! No-
tations involved in conventionCz used by Medeket al. ~Ref. 32!
and Hanaya and Harris~Ref. 45!: t1 is the MQ evolution period and
t28 is the shifted-acquisition period after the shearing transformat
~e! The six-step phase cycling~Ref. 34! of the two-pulse 3Q-MAS
sequence for any half-integer quadrupole spin:w1 and w2 are the
phase of the first and second rf pulses, respectively, andw r is the
receiver phase. The acquisition methods~hypercomplex or TPPI!
for generating quadrature detection in thet1 domain and pure 2D
absorption peak are not considered.

P. P. Man
The phases must be:ph1   0   60   120   180  240  300ph2   0      0       0        0      0      0phr    0   180     0    180      0  180 
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procedure for processing the experimental data is also gi
Section II E explains why a 2D MQ-MAS spectrum is tilte
and presents the shearing transformation, which change
2D MQ/SQ correlation spectrum to a 2D isotropi
anisotropic correlation spectrum whoseF1 dimension be-
comes a high-resolution isotropic axis.32,41,76 The spectral
width SW1 in theF1 dimension of a 2D MQ-MAS spectrum
is equal to the inverse of the increment of the evolution
riod. Unfortunately, two definitions of the evolution perio
appear in the literature, giving two conventions forscaling in
frequency units the spectral width SW1 of the high-resolu
isotropic axis. The first convention32,45 (Cz) considers the
experimental evolution period as the evolution period; the
fore SW1Cz51/Dt1 , Dt1 being the increment of the exper
mental evolution period. The second convention38,41 (Ck)
considers the position of the echo relative to the first rf pu
equal to (11k) times the experimental evolution period,
the evolution period; therefore SW1Ck51/@(11k)Dt1#. The
scaling factor (11k) in the evolution period of convention
Ck affects the spectral width SW1Ck . In contrast, conven-
tion Cz does not introduce a scaling factor. In Sec. II F, t
expressions of the true isotropic chemical shift of a pe
those of the offset of the carrier frequency in theF1 dimen-
sion relative to an aqueous solution, those of the seco
order quadrupole shift of the center of gravity of a peak, a
the parameterCQh5(e2qQ/h)(h2/311)1/2 relating the
quadrupole coupling constant to the asymmetry param
are deduced for the two conventions. The parameterCQh is
of particular importance for characterizing materials th
have featureless NMR line shapes in theF2 dimension, such
as glasses,40 where the asymmetry parameterh cannot be
deduced by line-shape analysis. All the above-mentioned
rameters allow us to describe the two procedures, assoc
with conventionsCz andCk, for labeling the spectral width
of the F1 dimension in chemical shift unit (ppm) and defini
the zero ppm positionof the external aqueous solution.

Section III provides experimental details. The spinI 5 3
2

rubidium nucleus (87Rb) in the extensively studied RbNO3
powder28,30,38,41,45,51,75,78was used to illustrate the scalin
and labeling of the high-resolution isotropic axis. The acq
sition and processing of the data were performed with
hypercomplex or Stateset al. method. We did not synchro
nize the increment of the experimental evolution perio
Dt1 , with the inverse of the rotor spinning rate,n rotor. If
Dt151/n rotor, then SW1Cz5n rotor for convention Cz and
SW1Ck5n rotor/(11k) for conventionCk. Spinning side-
bands along theF1 dimension, located outside the spect
width SW1, will be folded back onto the centerband, incre
ing the intensity and improving the line shape of t
centerband.46 However, if n rotor is not high enough and th
spectrum consists of several centerbands, one or sever
them can be located outside the spectral width SW1 but
appearing in the spectral width SW1 by folding. As a res
the positions of the center of gravity of these folded cen
bands will be erroneous.

Results are presented in Sec. IV. The 2D 3Q-MAS sp
trum obtained at 98.2 MHz shows the three peaks of Rb
reported by Massiotet al.41 On the other hand, the spectru
recorded at 163.6 MHz displays only two peaks as repo
by Wanget al.38 The true isotropic chemical shifts and th
n.
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parametersCQh of the three rubidium sites, provided by th
two conventions, are in agreement with published data.

II. THEORY

Hamiltonians, carrier frequency, amplitude of rf puls
and line positions throughout the paper are defined in ang
frequency units. Only the offsets are expressed in freque
units. Disregarding relaxation phenomena, the dynamics
spin I system submitted to a two-pulse sequence@Fig. 1~a!#
in NMR experiments is described by the density opera
r(t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4) expressed in the rotating frame ofv0 , the
latter being apositivevalue. The durationt1 is that of the
first rf pulse,t2 is the experimental evolution period,t3 is
the second-pulse duration, andt4 is the acquisition period.In
the absence of an rf pulse, the spin system is submitted t
internal interactionsH int . As an internal interaction such a
the quadrupole interaction6–14 can be much larger than th
coupling of an rf pulse with the spin system,in the presence
of an rf pulsethe spin system is submitted to

H5H int1H rf , ~1!

the latter being the Hamiltonian of the rf pulse. As usual,
limit the internal interactionsH int to secular Hamiltonians
i.e., those that commute with the Zeeman interaction~the
dominant interaction in the NMR spectroscopy!, for ex-
ample, the isotropic chemical shiftHCS52dCS

isov0I z . Since
the rf pulse durations are short~some microseconds!, the
rotor containing the sample appears to be static during
excitation of the spin system by the rf pulses. As a result,
internal interactions remain time independent. Since stron
pulses are applied, the internal interaction considered du
the rf pulses is the first-order quadrupole interacti
HQ

(1)static; offset or shift interactions can be neglected.
During the free precession of the spin system, i.e., in

absence of the rf pulses, the chemical shift anisotropy,
first-order quadrupole interaction, as well asHD(IS) are can-
celed in fast rotating solids at the magic angle, whileHD(II )
is dramatically reduced. Strictly speaking, the major MA
simplifications occur only for stroscopic observation sy
chronized with the sample rotation. Furthermore, the M
MAS linewidth in theF1 dimension is largely independen
of the magnitude ofHD(II ) .38 As the main topic of this pape
is the MQ-MAS methodology, we consider only the secon
order quadrupole interaction for fast rotating solids at
magic angleHQ

(2)fast MAS and HCS in the remainder of the
paper. Therefore,

H int5HCS1HQ
~2!fast MAS ~2a!

during the free precession of the spin system and

H5HQ
~1!static1H rf ~2b!

during the rf pulses.

A. Density matrix for an x pulse

We follow the spin dynamics from the thermodynam
equilibrium to the acquisition period using density operato
whose matrix elements, expressed in the eigenstates oI z ,
are referred to by two half-integer magnetic numbersr andc
for row and column@see Eq.~7!#. The coherence order asso
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ciated with this matrix element isp5r 2c. By convention,
the observable in the acquisition period is the opera
I 15I x1 i I y , which means that the receiver has the coh
ence orderp521. In the high-temperature approximatio
the thermodynamic equilibrium is described by the dens
operator r(0)5I z , whose coherence order isp50. The
Hamiltonian of anx pulse is

H rf52v rfI x . ~3!

At the end of the first rf pulse the density operator is defin
by

r~ t1!5exp@2 i ~H int1H rf!t1#r~0!exp@ i ~H int1H rf!t1#. ~4!

The matrix form of the interactionH @Eq. ~1!# during thex
pulse, expressed in the eigenstates of the Zeeman interac
,

S
at

rs
v
h
te
r

f

-

r
r-

y

d

on,

is not diagonal. The usual procedure is to determine the
agonalized formV of H and the transformation operatorT
related by

V5T†HT. ~5!

Equation~4! is rewritten as

r~ t1!5T exp~2 iVt1!T†r~0!T exp~ iVt1!T†. ~6!

If Eq. ~5! cannot be solved analytically, it can always b
solved numerically using standard diagonalization pro
dure, which is applicable for any half-integer quadrupo
spin and whatever the complexity ofH @Eq. ~1!#. For a spin
I 5 3

2 system, the density operatorr(t1) has the following
general matrix form or density matrix:12
r~ t1!5

u3/2& u1/2& u21/2& u23/2&

^3/2u F ^I z
3/2,23/2~ t1!& ^I 2

3/2,1/2~ t1!& ^I 2
3/2,21/2~ t1!& 2 i ^I y

3/2,23/2~ t1!&

^I 1
3/2,1/2~ t1!& ^I z

1/2,21/2~ t1!& 2 i ^I y
1/2,21/2~ t1!& ^I 2

1/2,23/2~ t1!&

^I 1
3/2,21/2~ t1!& i ^I y

1/2,21/2~ t1!& 2^I z
1/2,21/2~ t1!& ^I 2

21/2,23/2~ t1!&

i ^I y
3/2,23/2~ t1!& ^I 1

1/2,23/2~ t1!& ^I 1
21/2,23/2~ t1!& 2^I z

3/2,23/2~ t1!&

G^1/2u

^21/2u

^23/2u

, ~7!
n

where the matrix element̂r ur(t1)uc& is the complex~real
and imaginary! amplitude of the (r 2c)-quantum coherence
at the end of the rf pulse. For ap521 quantum coherence
the imaginary part of̂ r ur(t1)ur 11& is proportional to the
area of the corresponding absorption line. In the MQ-MA
experiment, rf pulses of various phases are applied. Wh
the density matrix for an rf pulse of phasew1 with respect to
an x pulse?

B. Density matrix for an w1 pulse

The MQ-MAS methodology cycles the phase of the fi
rf pulse to selectively detect the desired coherences de
oped by the first rf pulse in the two-pulse sequence. T
section derives the density matrix describing the spin sys
at the end of the first rf pulse of arbitrary phase. Now the
magnetic fieldB1 is along thex8 axis in the rotating frame o
v0 ~Fig. 2!. The angle between thex andx8 axes isw1 . The
Hamiltonian of an rf pulse of phasew1 relative to anx pulse
or, in short, aw1 pulse is

FIG. 2. The anglew1 between thex axis and the rf magnetic
field B1 along thex8 axis in the rotating frame of the carrier fre
quencyv0 .
is

t
el-
is
m
f

H rf
~w1!

52v rfI x8 , ~8!

where the operatorI x8 is the operatorI x expressed along the
x8 axis. They are related as3,79,80

I x85exp~2 iw1I z!I xexp~ iw1I z! ~9!

or81

H rf
~w1!

5exp~2 iw1I z!H rfexp~ iw1I z!. ~10!

Since the operators exp(2iw1Iz) and exp(iw1Iz) have no ef-
fects on the secular HamiltoniansH int , we have

H int1H rf
~w1!

5exp~2 iw1I z!~H int1H rf!exp~ iw1I z!.
~11!

At the end of thew1 pulse, the dynamics of the spi
system is described by

rw1~ t1!5exp@2 i ~H int1H rf
~w1!

!t1#r~0!

3exp@ i ~H int1H rf
~w1!

!t1#. ~12!

Because1,3,4

exp@2 i ~H int1H rf
~w1!

!t1#5exp~2 iw1I z!

3exp@2 i ~H int1H rf!t1#

3exp~ iw1I z!, ~13!

Eq. ~12! becomes81
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rw1~ t1!5exp~2 iw1I z!exp@2 i ~H int1H rf!t1#

3exp~ iw1I z!r~0!exp~2 iw1I z!

3exp@ i ~H int1H rf!t1#exp~ iw1I z!

5exp~2 iw1I z!r~ t1!exp~ iw1I z!. ~14!

Thus the density operator of aw1 pulse is related to that o
an x pulse by a simple relation. A matrix eleme
^r urw1(t1)uc& ~written previously as @rw1(t1)# r ,c! of
rw1(t1), located at the row and column whose magne
number isr andc, is related to the same matrix element
r(t1) as

^r urw1~ t1!uc&5^r ur~ t1!uc&exp@2 i ~r 2c!w1#

5^r ur~ t1!uc&exp~2 ipw1!, ~15!

or in the matrix form:
tedious

in
rw1~ t1!5

u3/2& u1/2& u21/2& u23/2&

^3/2u

3
^I z

3/2,23/2~ t1!& ^I 2
3/2,1/2~ t1!& ^I 2

3/2,21/2~ t1!& 2 i ^I y
3/2,23/2~ t1!&

3e2 iw1 3e22iw1 3e23iw1

^I 1
3/2,1/2~ t1!& ^I z

1/2,21/2~ t1!& 2 i ^I y
1/2,21/2~ t1!& ^I 2

1/2,23/2~ t1!&

3eiw1 3e2 iw1 3e22iw1

^I 1
3/2,21/2~ t1!& i ^I y

1/2,21/2~ t1!& 2^I z
1/2,21/2~ t1!& ^I 2

21/2,23/2~ t1!&

3e2iw1 3eiw1 3e2 iw1

i ^I y
3/2,23/2~ t1!& ^I 1

1/2,23/2~ t1!& ^I 1
21/2,23/2~ t1!& 2^I z

3/2,23/2~ t1!&

3e3iw1 3e2iw1 3eiw1

4^1/2u

^21/2u

^23/2u

. ~16!

In other words, when an rf pulse is dephased by an anglew1 , a p-quantum coherence is dephased by exp(2ipw1), the spin
populations^I z

r ,2r(t1)& or zero-quantum coherences are not affected.1,4 When w150, Eq. ~16! reduces to Eq.~7!. From a
practical point of view, it is not necessary to diagonalize the matrix ofH for a w1 pulse once that of anx pulse is found.
Especially for ay pulse, whose matrix contains complex numbers, the numerical diagonalization procedure is more
than that of anx pulse, whose matrix contains real numbers only.

After the w1 pulse, the spin system is submitted to the internal interactionsH int . The density operator describing the sp
system becomes

rw1~ t1 ,t2!5exp~2 iH intt2!rw1~ t1!exp~ iH intt2!. ~17!

As only secular internal Hamiltonians are considered, the matrix forms of exp(2iH intt2) and exp(iH intt2) are diagonal. Using
the notation

v r ,c5^r uH intur &2^cuH intuc&, ~18!

the matrix form ofrw1(t1 ,t2) is

~19!
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TABLE I. All of these parameters depend on the spinI and the coherence orderp:C0(I ,p) is defined by Eq.~22b! andC2(I ,p) by Eq.
~23b!; l(I ,p)5C0(I ,p)/C0(I ,21) is the ratio of the second-order quadrupole shift of the center of gravity of a spectrum generated bpQ
coherence to that of the21Q coherence@Eq. ~25!#; k(I ,p)52C2(I ,p)/C2(I ,21) defines the echo position;k1z andk2z in Eq. ~37! define
the observed chemical shift of the center of gravity of the spectrum along theF1 dimension of a sheared 2D MQ-MAS spectrum label
using conventionCz @Eq. ~69!#, k1k andk2k in Eq. ~70! are those used with conventionCk; andkGz andkGk are defined in Eqs.~72! and
~73!.

I pQ C0(I ,p) C2(I ,p) l(I ,p) k(I ,p)

ConventionCz ConventionCk

k1z k2z kGz k1k k2k kGk

3/2 21Q 23 254
23Q 9 42 23 7/9 34/9 220/9 1/6 17/8 25/4 8/27

5/2 21Q 28 2144
3Q 6 228 23/4 19/12 217/12 5/6 24/9 217/31 10/31 231/27

25Q 50 300 225/4 25/12 85/12 225/6 4/45 85/37 250/37 37/135
7/2 21Q 215 2270

3Q 27 606 29/5 101/45 234/45 4/9 25/6 217/73 10/73 273/27
5Q 215 330 1 11/9 234/9 20/9 21/6 217/10 1 210/27

27Q 147 966 249/5 161/45 476/45 256/9 5/84 238/103 2140/103 103/378
9/2 21Q 224 2432

3Q 54 1092 29/4 91/36 217/36 5/18 24/3 217/127 10/127 2127/27
5Q 30 1140 25/4 95/36 285/36 25/18 24/15 285/131 50/131 2131/135
7Q 284 168 7/2 7/18 2119/18 35/9 22/21 2119/25 14/5 225/189

29Q 324 2232 227/2 31/6 85/6 225/3 2/45 85/37 250/37 37/135
o
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In a single pulse experiment, thep521 quantum coher-
ences are FID’s whose Fourier transformations yield the c
responding absorption lines in the spectrum. The other
herences are not detectable. A second rf pulse is require
convert them top521 quantum coherences, as in the MQ
MAS experiment. Equation~19! shows that, except for the
zero-quantum coherences, ap-quantum coherence
^r urw1(t1 ,t2)uc& is characterized by the complex amplitud
^r ur(t1)uc& and the phase (pw12t2v r ,c) of the p-quantum
FID following the w1 pulse, which are identical to thos
generated by anx pulse ifw150. In other words, the Fourie
transformation of̂ r urw1(t1 ,t2)uc& with respect tot2 yields
a p-quantum absorption line, whose area is proportiona
the imaginary part of̂ r ur(t1)uc&, and whoseposition rela-
tive to v0 is v r ,c . This absorption line is that generated b
anx pulse but modified by the phasew1 of the rf pulse. From
a theoretical point of view, we can also perform a Four
transformation of̂ r urw1(t1 ,t2)uc& with respect tow1 . The
‘‘absorption line’’ is located at the positionp on the new
axis, the coherence order axis; the absorption lines ha
differentp values are split. In short, the double Fourier tran
formation of ^r urw1(t1 ,t2)uc& with respect tot2 and w1
yields a 2D spectrum, whosep-quantum absorption peak i
located atv r ,c along one axis and atp along the other axis

The contribution of the isotropic chemical shiftHCS to the
absorption line position with respect tov0 is defined by

v r ,c
~ iso!5^r uHCSur &2^cuHCSuc&52~vL2v0!~r 2c!

52dCS
~iso!v0~r 2c!, ~20a!

wherevL5gB0 is the Larmor frequency of the nucleus,vL
being a positive number. The analytical expression
HQ

(2)fast MAS is unknown but is defined by the position of th
r-
o-
to

o

r

g
-

(r 2c)-quantum absorption line relative tovL or the second-
order quadrupole shiftv r ,c

(2)fast MAS of the (r 2c)-quantum
absorption line:

v r ,c
~2!fast MAS5^r uHQ

~2!fast MASur &2^cuHQ
~2!fast MASuc&. ~20b!

Of course, onlyp521-quantum absorption lines are detec
able in a single-pulse experiment. Until now, the MQ-MA
methodology has limited the investigation to on-resona
symmetrical coherences, that is,c52r ; in this case,
p52r and:12,82

v r ,2r
~2!fast MAS52

VQ
2

v0
H 1

2
C0B0,0~h!1

1

2
C2@B4,0~h!d0,0

~4!~b1!

12B4,2~h!d2,0
~4!~b1!cos 2a112B4,4~h!d4,0

~4!

3~b1!cos 4a1#P4~cosum!J , ~21a!

with

VQ5
e2qQ

2I ~2I 21!\
. ~21b!

The two parametersC0 and C2 , given in Table I, can be
expressed as functions of eitherI and r or I andp:12,32

C0~ I ,r !52C0~ I ,2r !52r @ I ~ I 11!23r 2#, ~22a!

C0~ I ,p!52C0~ I ,2p!5p@ I ~ I 11!2 3
4 p2#, ~22b!

C2~ I ,r !52C2~ I ,2r !52r @18I ~ I 11!234r 225#, ~23a!

C2~ I ,p!52C2~ I ,2p!5p@18I ~ I 11!2 17
2 p225#. ~23b!
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The other parameters in Eq.~21a! were defined previously.12

In particular, the second-order quadrupole shift of the cen
of gravity of the central line (r 52 1

2 ) is

v21/2,1/2
~2!iso 52

3VQ
2

10v0
F I ~ I 11!2

3

4G S 11
1

3
h2D ; ~24!

that of an on-resonance symmetrical coherence is

v r ,2r
~2!iso5lv21/2,1/2

~2!iso . ~25!

The parameterl, given in Table I, can also be expressed
two ways:

l~ I ,r !52l~ I ,2r !5
C0~ I ,r !

C0~ I ,21/2!
, ~26a!

l~ I ,p!52l~ I ,2p!5
C0~ I ,p!

C0~ I ,21!
. ~26b!

The parametersC0(I ,p), C2(I ,p), andl(I ,p) are odd func-
tions of the coherence orderp. If h cannot be determined b
line-shape analysis, the parameterCQh relatinge2qQ/h and
h, derived from Eqs.~21b! and~24!, is used for characteriz
ing a material:
er CQh5
e2qQ

h
Ah2/311

5I ~2I 21!
v0

2p
A 40

3@ I ~ I 11!23/4#
F2

v21/2,1/2
~2!iso

v0
G .

~26c!

C. Selective detection of the63-quantum coherences
generated by the first rf pulse

As only p521 quantum coherences are detected, a s
ond rf pulse is required to convert the MQ coherences de
oped by the first rf pulse top521 quantum coherences
This conversion is described by

rw1~ t1 ,t2 ,t3!5T exp~2 iVt3!T†rw1~ t1 ,t2!T

3exp~ iVt3!T†. ~27!

To detect the63-quantum coherences selectively, we ha
to phase cycle the first rf pulse. According to Eq.~15!, the
p563 quantum coherences remain unchanged ifw150,
2p/3, or 4p/3. On the other hand, thep562 and61 quan-
tum coherences are affected by these three phases. For
of these four coherences, the phase function exp(2ipw1)
takes three values: 1, exp(i2p/3), and exp(i4p/3). These
three complex numbers may be thought of as three vec
in the complex plane which, when adding the tail of one
the head of the previous one, form the sides of a trian
giving a zero result,79 i.e., 11exp(i2p/3)1exp(i4p/3)
50. Phase cycling the first rf pulse by the anglesw150°,
120°, and 240° and coadding the three contributions
equivalent to starting with the following matrix form o
rw1(t1 ,t2):
ely, the
of

s
ces are
ed with the
se
matrix
F ^I z
3/2,23/2~ t1!& 0 0 2 i ^I y

3/2,23/2~ t1!&e2 i t2v3/2,23/2

0 ^I z
1/2,21/2~ t1!& 0 0

0 0 2^I z
1/2,21/2~ t1!& 0

i ^I y
3/2,23/2~ t1!&e2 i t2v23/2,3/2 0 0 2^I z

3/2,23/2~ t1!&

G . ~28a!

The p561 and62 quantum coherences are canceled by the three phase cyclings of the first rf pulse. Unfortunat
zero-quantum coherences are preserved. As exp(ip/6)1exp(ip/2)1exp(i5p/6)50, a new three-phase cycling, consisting
the anglesw1530°, 90°, and 150°, generates the following matrix form ofrw1(t1 ,t2):

F ^I z
3/2,23/2~ t1!& 0 0 i ^I y

3/2,23/2~ t1!&e2 i t2v3/2,23/2

0 ^Iz
1/2,21/2~ t1!& 0 0

0 0 2^I z
1/2,21/2~ t1!& 0

2 i ^I y
3/2,23/2~ t1!&e2 i t2v23/2,3/2 0 0 2^I z

3/2,23/2~ t1!&

G . ~28b!

The second three-phase cycling keeps the63- and zero-quantum coherences and cancels61- and62-quantum coherences a
in the previous case, but the signs of the63-quantum coherences are reversed. Those of the zero-quantum coheren
unchanged. To cancel these unwanted contributions of the zero-quantum coherences, the receiver phase associat
second sequence must be reversed before coadding the two results@Fig. 1~e!#. This sequence consists of six pha
cyclings.32,34,41In this case only the63-quantum coherences are preserved. We need to consider the following density
r(t1 ,t2):
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3
0 0 0 i ^I y

3/2,23/2~ t1!&e2 i t2v3/2,23/2

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

2 i ^I y
3/2,23/2~ t1!&e2 i t2v23/2,3/2 0 0 0

4 , ~28c!
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for rw1(t1 ,t2) in Eq. ~27!. The latter becomes independe
of w1 and can be written as

r~ t1 ,t2 ,t3!5T exp~2 iVt3!T†r~ t1 ,t2!T exp~ iVt3!T†.
~29!

The two matrix elements in Eq.~28c! contribute to the com-
plex amplitude of the FID following the second rf pulse a
to that of the echo. For a spinI 5 3

2 , both 63-quantum co-
herences are represented by a single matrix element. Fo
other half-integer quadrupole spins, it is not the case. Th
why only on-resonance symmetrical coherences are stud
considering only a single matrix element for a given M
coherence order.

D. Echo and antiecho pathways for a spinI 5 3
2 system

As the present paper deals with the MQ-MAS techniq
applied to a spinI 5 3

2 system using the two-pulse sequenc
the first rf pulse is of phasew1 ; that of the second is anx
pulse orw250. We consider only the matrix elements ass
ciated with thep563 quantum coherences developed at
end of the first rf pulse@Fig. 3~a!# or Eq. ~28c! with t250.

The time-domain signal̂2 1
2 urS(t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4)u 1

2 & during the
acquisition periodt4 , described by the simplified densit
operatorrS(t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4), was obtained previously from
detailed development,12
on
the
is
d,

e
,

-
e

^2 1
2 urS~ t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4!u 1

2 &

5exp~2 i t4v21/2,1/2
fast MAS! (

p523,3
^2 1

2 urp
S~ t1 ,t3!u 1

2 &

3exp~2 i t2vp/2,2p/2
fast MAS!. ~30!

The superscriptS means ‘‘simplified’’ and

rp
S~ t1 ,t3!5T exp~2 iVt3!T†rp

S~ t1!T exp~ iVt3!T†,
~31!

vp/2,2p/2
fast MAS5l~ I ,p!v21/2,1/2

~2!iso 2k~ I ,p!j21/2,1/22pdCS
~iso!v0 ,

~32!

k~ I ,p!52k~ I ,2p!52
C2~ I ,p!

C2~ I ,21!
. ~33!

The parameterj21/2,1/2 is related to the width of the centra
line of a powder sample.12 The other two parameters,l(I ,p)
andk(I ,p), were previously defined for the four half-intege
quandrupole spins.12 Those related to MQ-MAS methodol
ogy are reported in Table I. For thep521 quantum coher-
ences, which are detected during the acquisition period,
~32! becomes

v21/2,1/2
fast MAS5v21/2,1/2

~2!iso 1j21/2,1/21dCS
~iso!v0 . ~34!

For I 5 3
2 and p523, we havel523 andk5 7

9 . Equation
~30! is rewritten as
^2 1
2 urS~ t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4!u 1

2 &5 (
p523,3

^2 1
2 urp

S~ t1 ,t3!u 1
2 &exp$2 iv21/2,1/2

~2!iso @t41l~ I ,p!t2#%

3exp$2 i j21/2,1/2@t42k~ I ,p!t2#%exp@2 idCS
~iso!v0~t42pt2!#. ~35!
le-
The MQ-MAS methodology is concerned with the conditi
t45k(I ,p)t2 ; in this case the effects ofj21/2,1/2 are can-
celed,

^2 1
2 urS~ t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t45k~ I ,p!t2!u 1

2 &

5 (
p523,3

^2 1
2 urp

S~ t1 ,t3!u 1
2 &exp@2 i t2vF1

~ I ,p!#, ~36!
with

vF1
~ I ,p!5v21/2,1/2

~2!iso @k~ I ,p!1l~ I ,p!#1dCS
~iso!v0@k~ I ,p!2p#

5k1zdCS
~iso!v01k2zv21/2,1/2

~2!iso . ~37!

The two parametersk1z and k2z are reported in Table I for
the four half-integer quadrupole spins. Equation~36! consists
of two terms. Their expressions are similar to a matrix e
ment ofrw1(t1 ,t2) in Eq. ~19! with w150. In other words,
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^2 1
2 urp

S(t1 ,t3)u 1
2 &, which depends on the two rf pulse dur

tions, andt2vF1
(I ,p) are the complex amplitude and th

phase of the signal att45k(I ,p)t2 , respectively. The Fou
rier transformation of Eq.~36! with respect to the experimen
tal evolution periodt2 yields two absorption lines located a
the positionsvF1

(I ,p) relative tov0 . In fact, vF1
(I ,p) rep-

resents the position of the center of gravity of an MQ-filter
central-transition peak relative tov0 in the F1 dimension of
a 2D MQ-MAS spectrum~see Sec. II F!. The line position
vF1

(I ,p) depends only on two isotropic values,v21/2,1/2
(2)iso and

dCS
~iso!; therefore, Eq.~37! is valid for a single crystal as wel

as a powder sample. The acquisition of the time-domain
nals is supposed to start at the echo positiont45k(I ,p)t2 or
the top of the echo. In the MQ-MAS experiment, this is n
the case since the acquisition period starts at the end o
second rf pulse. As a result, the 2D spectrum is tilted~see
Sec. II E!.

Our approach to determining the position of the center
gravity vF1

(I ,p) of an MQ-filtered central-transition pea
differs with those of Nagayamaet al.,83 Grandinettiet al.,84

Hanaya and Harris,45 Medeket al.,32 and Massiotet al.41 As
k(I ,p) andl(I ,p) are odd functions ofp @see Eqs.~26b! and
~36!#, they have opposite signs for the63-quantum coher-
ences. For the coherence transfer pathway 0→(p523)
→21, an echo located att45 7

9 t2 is observed in the acqui
sition period@Fig. 3~b!#, and the pathway is called the ech
pathway@Fig. 3~c!#. Equation~36! becomes

FIG. 3. ~a! The elements of the density matrix at the end of t
first rf pulse that contribute to the echoes and antiechoes for a
I 5

3
2 system.~b! Three echoes~Ref. 12! are predicted for a spin

I 5
3
2 system, submitted to the isotropic chemical shift and

second-order quadrupole interaction, in a fast rotating sample a
magic angle:Ea is the usual Hahn echo,Eb the echo involved in
the 3Q-MAS methodology, andEc a predicted echo not yet ob
served experimentally.~c! The echo and antiecho pathways asso
ated with the 3Q-MAS experiment of a spinI 5

3
2 system.
d

g-

t
he

f

^2 1
2 urEcho~ t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t45 7

9 t2! u 1
2 &

5^2 1
2 ur23

S ~ t1 ,t3!u 1
2 &exp@2 i t2vF1

~ I ,p!#. ~38!

For the coherence transfer pathway 0→(p513)→21, Eq.
~36! becomes

^2 1
2 urAntiecho~ t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t452 7

9 t2!u 1
2 &

5^2 1
2 ur3

S~ t1 ,t3!u 1
2 &exp@ i t2vF1

~ I ,p!#; ~39!

an antiecho in the evolution period, located att452 7
9 t2 , is

predicted and the pathway is called the antiecho pathw
@Fig. 3~c!#. Unfortunately, these definitions for the echo a
antiecho pathways are not universally accepted.45 Equations
~38! and~39! show that the complex amplitudes of the ec
and antiecho arephase modulatedby exp@2it2vF1

(I,p)# and

exp@it2vF1
(I,p)#, respectively. Sincerp

S(t1)52r2p
S (t1),

the imaginary parts of ^2 1
2 ur3

S(t1 ,t3)u 1
2 & and

^2 1
2 ur23

S (t1 ,t3)u 1
2 & have opposite amplitudes of differen

magnitudes, because the difference between the initial
final coherence orders is 4 and22 for 3-quantum and
23-quantum coherences, respectively. Thus the echo
the antiecho have opposite amplitudes of different mag
tudes. If they have the same magnitude, their sum isampli-
tude modulatedby the sine function, whereas their differenc
is amplitude modulatedby the cosine function.

For the four half-integer quadrupole spins, the cohere
transfer pathway 0→(p522I )→21 is the echo pathway
and 0→(p52I )→21 the antiecho pathway. For the oth
coherences (pÞ62I ), in contrast, the coherence transf
pathway 0→(p,0)→21 is the antiecho pathway an
0→(p.0)→21 the echo pathway. This is due to the fa
that the coherence following the echo pathway preces
with angular frequencies of opposite signs in the experim
tal evolution and acquisition periods. On the other hand,
coherence following the antiecho pathway precesses with
gular frequencies of the same sign in both periods.

Table II presents the phases of the two rf pulses and th
of the receiver that generate the quadrature detection for
F1 dimension. The procedure used is the hypercomplex
Stateset al.method.41,77This method generates two series
files called the cosine partS(cos)(t2,t4) and sine part
S(sin)(t2,t4). These two files are, as mentioned above, a co
bination of the echo and antiecho signals:

S~cos!~t2 ,t4!5
1

2
@ f ~Echo!~t2 ,t4!2 f ~Antiecho!~t2 ,t4!#,

~40!

iS~sin!~t2 ,t4!5
1

2
@ f ~Echo!~t2 ,t4!1 f ~Antiecho!~t2 ,t4!#.

~41!

The factors 1/2 are included for convenience, so that
versely

f ~Echo!~t2 ,t4!5S~cos!~t2 ,t4!1 iS~sin!~t2 ,t4!, ~42!

f ~Antiecho!~t2 ,t4!52S~cos!~t2 ,t4!1 iS~sin!~t2 ,t4!.
~43!
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TABLE II. The phase of the first rf pulsew1 and the receiver phasew r involved in the two-pulse 3Q-MAS
sequence applied to a spinI 5

3
2 system, using the hypercomplex~Ref. 41! or Stateset al. method for

generating quadrature detection in thet1 domain that consists of two parts: the cosine part and
sine part. The phases are expressed in degrees~0 means 1x pulse or receiver in
1x direction!. The phase of the second rf pulsew2 remains equal to 0. The echo pathway is that of the23Q
coherence whereas the antiecho pathway is that of the 3Q coherence~see Fig. 3!. The receiver phase is give
by w r5( i 51

2 (pi 22pi 1)w i ,wherepi 2 andpi 1 are the coherence orders before and after thei th rf pulse~Ref.
1!. For the cosine part of the quadrature detection along theF1 dimension, the receiver phase of the ec
pathway isw r53w122w2 whereas the receiver phase of the antiecho pathway isw r523w114w2 . For the
sine part of the quadrature detection along theF1 dimension, the phase of the first rf pulse is delayed of 3
relative to that of the cosine part according to the rulep/(2p) or 90°/p, in the present casep523. The four
receiver listsw r show that the signal associated with the cosine part of the quadrature detection is equa
echo signalminus~opposite receiver phase lists! the antiecho signal; the signal associated with the sine
of the quadrature detection is equal to the echo signalplus ~same receiver phase list! the antiecho signal. The
experimental receiver-phase lists for the cosine part and the sine part of the quadrature detection ar
the cosine part of the echo:$90, 270, 90, 270, 90, 270%. It is understood that the signals associated with
cosine part and the sine part of the quadrature detection are acquired in simultaneous mode.

Quadrature
detection
along theF1

dimension Pathway w1 w2 w r

Cosine part Echo 30 90 150 210 270 330 0 90 270 90 270 90
Antiecho 30 90 150 210 270 330 0290 2270 290 2270 290 2270

Sine part Echo 0 60 120 180 240 300 0 0 180 0 180 0 1
Antiecho 0 60 120 180 240 300 0 0 180 0 180 0 18
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In practice, the cosine and sine parts are acquired c
secutively for the same experimental evolution period, i
the acquisition for theF1 dimension is in the simultaneou
mode. Once the experiment is finished, the first data proc
ing is to separate the series of data into two independent
calledS(cos)(t2,t4) andS(sin)(t2,t4). As the complex numberi
in Eq. ~41! is not generated during the experiment, beca
the experimental receiver phase was that of the cosine pa
the echo~see Table II! and was used for both the cosine a
sine parts of the echo, the complex numberi is introduced
afterwards. MultiplyingS(sin)(t2,t4) by exp(ip/2) to generate
the complex numberi and adding it toS(cos)(t2,t4) yield a
new file calledf (Echo)(t2 ,t4) or Eq. ~42!. Similarly, multi-
plying S(cos)(t2,t4) by exp(ip) to generate the minus sign i
Eq. ~43! and adding it to the previously transformed fi
iS(sin)(t2,t4) yields a new file calledf (Antiecho)(t2 ,t4) or Eq.
~43!. The complex numberi can be generated during th
experiment if the experimental receiver phase for the s
part, i.e.,$0,180,0,180,0,180%, is included in the pulse pro
gram and used to detect the sine part.

In fact Eq.~37! is valid for the usual Hahn echo located
t45t2 @Fig. 3~b!#.12 As mentioned above, the echo pathw
is 0→1→21, whereas the antiecho pathway is 0→21
→21. In this casep5k51 andl521 for the four half-
integer quadrupole spins.12 As a result,vF1

(I , p51)50.

The MQ-MAS methodology applied to thet45t2 Hahn ech-
oes will not resolve peaks along theF1 dimension. At this
point in data processing, we have two time-domain fi
f (Echo)(t2 ,t4) and f (Antiecho)(t2 ,t4).

E. Shearing transformation

This section shows why a 2D MQ-MAS spectrum is no
maly tilted and presents the shearing transformation wh
n-
.,

s-
es

e
of

e

s

h

yields a high-resolution spectrum along theF1 dimension. In
the remainder of the paper, we adopt the notations co
monly used in the literature. Figure 1 lists the different n
tations. From now on, the time-domain parametert1 is not
the first-pulse duration any more but describes the exp
mental or MQ coherence evolution period. The acquisit
period is represented byt2 , which starts at the end of th
second rf pulse. These two experimental parameters (t1 ,t2)
are indeed used for the setup of the data acquisition@Fig.
1~b!#.

For simplicity, we model the echo signalf (Echo)(t1 ,t2) by
the amplitude A(Echo)(t22kt1) of the echo located a
t25kt1 and the phasea(t1) of this echo amplitude, and th
antiecho signal f (Antiecho)(t1 ,t2) by the amplitude
A(Antiecho)(t21kt1) of the antiecho located att252kt1 and
the phasea(2t1) of this antiecho amplitude. The phas
function is of the forma(t1)5exp@2it1vF1

(I,p)# as in Eqs.

~36! and ~38!. The echo and antiecho amplitude functio
could be modeled by the classical functionsA(Echo)(t2

2kt1)5exp(2ut22kt1u/T2p) and A(Antiecho)(t21kt1)
5exp(2ut21kt1u/T2p), whereT2p is the spin-spin relaxation
time of the coherence with orderp. In fact this is not neces-
sary. We need to consider the general properties of the e
and antiecho amplitudes. The echo amplitudeA(Echo)(t2

2kt1) is an extremum at the echo positiont25kt1 . Further-
more, we assume that they are far from the second rf p
and thatA(Echo)(t22kt1) and A(Antiecho)(t21kt1) are sym-
metrical functions of time as shown in Fig. 1~a! for the echo.
Of course, the echo and antiecho amplitudes also depen
the two rf pulse durations@see Eqs.~38! and ~39!#. As the
latter are constant throughout the experiment, they are
taken into account explicitly thereafter. Hence the echo s
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nal f (Echo)(t1 ,t2) and the antiecho signalf (Antiecho)(t1 ,t2) are
approximated as products of two functions:

f ~Echo!~ t1 ,t2!5A~Echo!~ t22kt1!a~ t1!, ~44!

f ~Antiecho!~ t1 ,t2!5A~Antiecho!~ t21kt1!a~2t1!. ~45!

The echo and antiecho signals are functions of two tim
domain parameterst1 andt2 , which are not independent bu
are related in so far as they are the variables of the ampli
functions. In a 2D representation where they axis is t1 and
the x axis is t2 , 1/k is the slope of the echo position i
f (Echo)(t1 ,t2) and21/k is the slope of the antiecho positio
in f (Antiecho)(t1 ,t2).11,31,32,51,76

1. Unsheared spectra

The Fourier transformation of f (Echo)(t1 ,t2) and
f (Antiecho)(t1 ,t2) with respect to the acquisition periodt2 gen-
he

of

s
n

t
s
se
-

de

erates two new functions f (Echo)(t1 ,v2) and
f (Antiecho)(t1 ,v2) of time- and frequency-domain paramete
t1 andv2 , respectively:

f ~Echo!~ t1 ,v2!5a~ t1!E
0

1`

A~Echo!~ t22kt1!exp~2 iv2t2!dt2 ,

~46!

f ~Antiecho!~ t1 ,v2!5a~2t1!E
0

1`

A~Antiecho!~ t21kt1!

3exp~2 iv2t2!dt2 . ~47!

Consider Eq.~46!: as we assume the echo is far from t
second rf pulse so that the full echo is observed, the lo
bound of the integral can be extended from zero to min
infinity. Then we make the variable changet285t22kt1 . Fi-
nally we divide the time domain into two parts:
f ~Echo!~ t1 ,v2!5a~ t1!exp~2 iv2kt1!S E
2`

0

A~Echo!~ t28!exp~2 iv2t28!dt281E
0

1`

A~Echo!~ t28!exp~2 iv2t28!dt28D . ~48!

We change the sign oft28 in the first integral of Eq.~48!, i.e., t28 becomes2t28 . Taking into account thatA(Echo)(2t28)
5A(Echo)(t28), Eq. ~48! becomes

f ~Echo!~ t1 ,v2!5a~ t1!exp~2 iv2kt1!S E
0

1`

A~Echo!~ t28!exp~ iv2t28!dt281E
0

1`

A~Echo!~ t28!exp~2 iv2t28!dt28D
5a~ t1!exp~2 iv2kt1!@A2

~Echo!~2v2!1 iD 2
~Echo!~2v2!1A2

~Echo!~v2!1 iD 2
~Echo!~v2!#. ~49!
the
ra-
of

a-

-

The absorptionA2
(Echo)(v2) and dispersionD2

(Echo)(v2) spec-
tra are even and odd functions ofv2 , respectively. They
result from the Fourier transformation ofA(Echo)(t28) where
the time-domain variable ist28 instead oft2 as in Eq.~46!.
That is,the Fourier transform of the echo signal starts at t
top of the echo. Thus

f ~Echo!~ t1 ,v2!52a~ t1!exp~2 iv2kt1!A2
~Echo!~v2!.

~50!

Similarly for the antiecho signal@Eq. ~47!# we have

f ~Antiecho!~ t1 ,v2!52a~2t1!exp~ iv2kt1!A2
~Antiecho!~v2!.

~51!

Equations~50! and ~51! show that the absorption spectra
f (Echo)(t1 ,v2) and f (Antiecho)(t1 ,v2) in the F2 dimension,
which is described byv2 , will be A2

(Echo)(v2) and
A2

(Antiecho)(v2) if the latter are not modified by
exp(2iv2kt1) for the echo signal and by exp(iv2kt1) for the
antiecho signal. This occurs if the acquisition period start
the top of the echo. In the 1D experiment, taking the mag
tude representation of the echo signalf (Echo)(t1 ,v2) gener-
ates a pure absorption spectrum, canceling the effec
exp(2iv2kt1)a(t1).

43,51,85 However, a factor such as minu
one ora(t1), if present, is lost by this processing. Of cour
at
i-

of

the expression of the echo signal differs with Eq.~50! when
the full echo signal is not detected. This occurs when
experimental evolution period is shorter than the FID du
tion. In a 2D representation of the absorption spectra
f (Echo)(t1 ,v2) and f (Antiecho)(t1 ,v2) for increasing values of
t1 , the effects of the functions exp(2iv2kt1) and exp(iv2kt1)
are negligible when the experimental evolution periodt1 is
short but become significant for longer durations oft1 .11,32,76

If we proceed further in applying the Fourier transform
tion to f (Echo)(t1 ,v2) and f (Antiecho)(t1 ,v2) with respect to
the experimental evolution periodt1 , two new functions
f (Echo)(v1 ,v2) and f (Antiecho)(v1 ,v2) of two frequency-
domain parametersv1 andv2 or two 2D spectra are gener
ated:

f ~Echo!~v1 ,v2!52A2
~Echo!~v2!S1

~Echo!~v11kv2!, ~52!

f ~Antiecho!~v1 ,v2!52A2
~Antiecho!~v2!S1

~Antiecho!~v12kv2!,

~53!

with

S1
~Echo!~v11kv2!5E

0

1`

a~ t1!exp@2 i ~v11kv2!t1#dt1 ,

~54!
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S1
~Antiecho!~v12kv2!5E

0

1`

a~2t1!

3exp@2 i ~v12kv2!t1#dt1 .

~55!

Equations~52! and ~53! show that the 2D spectra are pro
ucts of two functions like Eqs.~44! and ~45!. The spectra
along theF2 dimension depend only onv2 . The spectra
along theF1 dimension@Eqs. ~54! and ~55!#, described by
v1 , depend also on the frequencyv2 of the F2 dimension,
which makes the 2D spectra tilted. The spectra show a cor
relation of MQ coherences in theF1 dimension with SQ
coherences in theF2 dimension. In other words, the freque
ciesv1 andv2 are also not independent.The tilting of spec-
tra is due to the experimental data acquisition, which sta
at the end of the second rf pulse. Fernandezet al.65–67

present a detailed analysis of this kind of 2D spectrum
extract the quadrupole parameters.

2. Sheared spectra

To make theF1 dimension a high-resolution isotropic d
mension,before the Fourier transformation with respect
t1 , the functionf (Echo)(t1 ,v2) is multiplied by exp(iv2kt1) to
cancel exp(2iv2kt1) and f (Antiecho)(t1 ,v2) is multiplied by
exp(2iv2kt1) to cancel exp(iv2kt1), which corresponds to a
first-order phase correction.75 This transformation is called
shearing. The functionsf (Echo)(t1 ,v2) and f (Antiecho)(t1 ,v2)
become two new functions f s

(Echo)(t1 ,v2) and
f s

(Antiecho)(t1 ,v2) where the subscripts means sheared:

f s
~Echo!~ t1 ,v2!52a~ t1!A2

~Echo!~v2!, ~56!

f s
~Antiecho!~ t1 ,v2!52a~2t1!A2

~Antiecho!~v2!. ~57!

In other words,applying the shearing transformation i
equivalent to shifting the acquisition period from t2 to t28
@Figs. 1~c! and 1~d!#, that is, the ‘‘acquisition’’ of the time-
domain signal starts at the position of the echo.

Two definitions of the evolution period appear in the l
erature. The first one, proposed by Medeket al.32 and also
applied by Hanaya and Harris,45,54 considers the experimen
tal or MQ coherence evolution periodt1 as the evolution
period@Fig. 1~d!#. This convention for the evolution period
call Cz in the remainder of the paper. Thus, the original
phase functionsa(t1) and a(2t1) are unchanged, and th
2D spectra are simply

f s
~Echo!~v1 ,v2!52A2

~Echo!~v2!S1s
~Echo!~v1!, ~58!

f s
~Antiecho!~v1 ,v2!52A2

~Antiecho!~v2!S1s
~Antiecho!~v1!,

~59!

with

S1s
Echo~v1!5E

0

1`

a~ t1!exp~2 iv1t1!dt1 , ~60!

S1s
~Antiecho!~v1!5E

0

1`

a~2t1!exp~2 iv1t1!dt1 . ~61!
s

o

In contrast to Eqs.~52! and ~53!, Eqs. ~58! and ~59! show
that the 2D spectra are products of two functions of indep
dent variables. Equations~60! and ~61! mean that a high-
resolution spectrum appears along theF1 dimension for
S1s

(Echo)(v1) and S1s
(Antiecho)(v1), whose positions are

v152vF1
(I ,p) andv15vF1

(I ,p), respectively.

Equations ~60! and ~61! show that S1s
(Echo)(v1) and

S1s
(Antiecho)(v1) are not pure absorption spectra. To achie

this, we reverse the 2D spectrum of the antiecho signalto
change the direction of theF1 dimension76

f s
~Antiecho!~2v1 ,v2!5A2

~Antiecho!~v2!S1s
~Antiecho!~2v1!.

~62!

This transformation is equivalent to reversing the sign oft1
in Eq. ~61!,

S1s
~Antiecho!~2v1!5E

2`

0

a~ t1!exp~2 iv1t1!dt1 . ~63!

Adding the 2D spectrum of the echo signal and the rever
2D spectrum of the antiecho signalgives

f s
~Echo!~v1 ,v2!1 f s

~Antiecho!~2v1 ,v2!

52A2
~Echo!~v2!S1s

~Echo!~v1!

12A2
~Antiecho!~v2!S1s

~Antiecho!~2v1!. ~64!

If, furthermore,A2
(Echo)(v2)5A2

(Antiecho)(v2), ~However, this
condition is not fulfilled in the two-pulse MQ-MAS se
quence because only a part of the antiecho signal is
quired!, then

f s
~Echo!~v1 ,v2!1 f s

~Antiecho!~2v1 ,v2!

52A2
~Echo!~v2!@S1s

~Echo!~v1!1S1s
~Antiecho!~2v1!#

52A2
~Echo!~v2!E

2`

1`

a~ t1!exp~2 iv1t1!dt1

52A2
~Echo!~v2!dD@v11vF1

~ I ,p!#. ~65!

The Fourier transformation from minus infinity to plus infin
ity of the echo-phase function a(t1) ensures that the result
ing spectrum is a pure 2D absorption spectrum in the1
dimension.41,75,76,86In our approximation, the spectrum alon
the F1 dimension is the Dirac delta functiondD . In other
words,a high-resolution spectrum is generated along the1
dimension. The signal-to-noise ratio associated with the fin
2D spectrum is larger than those off s

(Echo)(v1 ,v2) and
f s

(Antiecho)(v1 ,v2) @Eqs. ~58! and ~59!# by a factor of&.
Amoureuxet al.37 showed that only for a spinI 5 3

2 system it
is possible to make the echo and antiecho amplitudes e
or to satisfy the conditionA2

(Echo)(v2)5A2
(Antiecho)(v2) by

using suitable durations for the two rf pulses.
On the other hand, Massiotet al.41 and Wanget al.38 con-

sider the position of the echo relative to the first rf pulse
the evolution period, which is described by (11k)t1
@Fig. 1~c!#. In the remainder of the paper, this convention f
the evolution period is called Ck. Thus, the phases of th
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echo and antiecho amplitudes becomea@(11k)t1# and
a@2(11k)t1# instead ofa(t1) and a(2t1).55 As a result,
the 2D spectra are

f s
~Echo!~v1 ,v2!52A2

~Echo!~v2!
1

11k
S1s

~Echo!S v1

11kD ,

~66!

f s
~Antiecho!~v1 ,v2!52A2

~Antiecho!~v2!
1

11k
S1s

~Antiecho!S v1

11kD .

~67!

Equations~66! and ~67! are related to Eqs.~58! and ~59! by
the similarity theorem of the Fourier transformation.1 The
constant 1/(11k), outside the functions, has no effect on t
spectra. The arguments ofS1s

(Echo) andS1s
(Antiecho) in Eqs.~58!

and~59! concerning conventionCz are divided by (11k) in
conventionCk. The new spectral width SW1Ck is recalcu-
lated by replacing the increment of the experimental evo
tion periodDt1 by (11k)Dt1 , because we have the relatio
SW1Ck3(11k)Dt151 for the simultaneous samplin
method.3 The well-known relation 2SW3Dt51 is for the
sequential sampling method. The procedure described a
@Eqs. ~62!–~65!# to obtain a pure 2D absorption peak f
conventionCz is valid for conventionCk and applicable to
unsheared spectra.

The shearing transformation shifts the acquisition per
from the end of the second rf pulse to the position of
echo. As a result, it separates the two parametersv1 andv2 .
A high-resolution isotropic spectrum is present along theF1
dimension whereas a powder spectrum appears along thF2
dimension. The 2D spectra resulting from the two conv
tions differ in the spectral width of theF1 dimension. The
spectral width associated with conventionCk is smaller than
that associated with conventionCz by the factor (11k).
Consequently, conventionCk produces a smaller linewidth
in the F1 dimension.The scaling factor(11k) is the major
drawback of convention Ck. The linewidth depends on th
value of k, which, for a given spinI , is associated with a
coherence orderp. In order to compare two linewidths alon
theF1 dimension of two MQ-MAS spectra with differentp,
we have to multiply the linewidths by the scaling fact
(11k) of each spectrum. That is, we return to convent
Cz. In other words,convention Cz makes linewidth com
parison easier. Similarly, conventionCz provides the ex-
perimental spinning rate along theF1 dimension directly by
measuring the difference in frequency separating two c
secutive spinning sidebands,45 whereas the spinning side
bands in conventionCk are scaled.38 As will be shown in the
next section, the choice of the evolution period has also
implication on the chemical shift labeling of theF1 dimen-
sion of a sheared 2D spectrum, but it does not affect
chemical shift of theF2 dimension.

At this point in data processing, we know how to she
2D MQ-MAS data acquired with the hypercomplex meth
and to scale the high-resolution isotropic axis of theF1 di-
mension in frequency units according to conventionsCz and
Ck. In conventionCz, the dwell time in theF1 dimension is
the increment of the experimental evolution period. In co
vention Ck, the dwell time in theF1 dimension is (11k)
times the increment of the experimental evolution period
-

ve

d
e

-

-

n

e

r

-

F. Labeling the high-resolution isotropic axis in ppm

In a theoretical study, the chemical shifts of a peak alo
theF1 andF2 dimensions of a 2D spectrum are referenced
v0 , which is located at the center of each of the two spec
widths. From a practical point of view, in a 1D spectrum
theF2 dimension of a 2D spectrum, the chemical shift of
absorption line is referenced experimentally to an exter
aqueous solution withdCS

~iso!50 ppm, by definition. For both
dimensions of a 2D MQ-MAS spectrum, knowing the fr
quency offsets—VF1

in theF1 dimension andVF2
in theF2

dimension—ofv0 relative to the aqueous solution allows u
to express the observed chemical shifts of the center of g
ity, dG1

(obs) in theF1 dimension anddG2
(obs) in theF2 dimension,

of any peak relative to the aqueous solution. Unfortunate
VF1

differs with VF2
for an MQ-MAS spectrum. This sec

tion determines the relation betweenVF1
and VF2

for con-

ventionsCz andCk.
If the acquisition of the data starts at the positi

t25kt1 of the echo—i.e., at the top of the echo—the positi
vF1

(I ,p) of a peak relative tov0 along theF1 dimension is
given by Eq.~37!. Therefore, the observed chemical shift
its center of gravitydG1

(obs) is equal to its position divided by
v0 :87,88

dG1
~obs!5vF1

~ I ,p!/v0 . ~68!

As the purpose of the shearing transformation is to shift
data acquisition from the end of the second rf pulse to
position or the top of the echo, Eq.~37! remains valid for a
sheared 2D spectrum. Of course, it is meaningless to she
2D spectrum of a single crystal where a peak has no dis
sion of orientation parameters. On the other hand, a pow
sample presents dispersions due to the orientation distr
tion of all the crystallites. Shearing is necessary to obtai
high-resolution isotropic spectrum along theF1 dimension.
In the remainder of the paper 2D MQ-MAS spectra are
ways assumed to be sheared.

Along the F1 dimension, the observed chemical shift
the center of gravity of a peak relative tov0 , Eq. ~68!, using
conventionCz is

dG1z
~obs!5~k2p!dCS

~iso!1~k1l!
v21/2,1/2

~2!iso

v0

5k1zdCS
~iso!1k2z

v21/2,1/2
~2!iso

v0
. ~69!

That corresponding to conventionCk is

dG1k
~obs!5

1

11k
dG1z

~obs!5k1kdCS
~iso!1k2k

v21/2,1/2
~2!iso

v0
. ~70!

The two observed chemical shiftsdG1k
(obs) anddG1z

(obs) are related
by the same factor as the spectral widths in conventionsCk
and Cz. Table I shows thatk1z521.7 k2z and k1k521.7
k2k . Most of the values ofk1k in Table I differ with those
given by Wanget al.;38 on the other hand, we agree with a
of the values ofk2k . Equation~69! is in agreement with tha
of Medek et al.32 and of Hanaya and Harris45 for I 5 3

2 and
p523, except that their second-order quadrupole shift
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the center of gravity of the central line forI 5 3
2 is a factor of

three smaller than that defined by Eq.~24!. Equation~70! is
also in agreement with that of Baltisbergeret al.40 for I 5 5

2

and p53, and with that of Wuet al.55 for I 5 3
2 and

p523, except that the latter authors used anegativevalue
for v0 .

As the observed chemical shift of the center of gravity
a peak relative tov0 along theF2 dimension is12

dG2
~obs!5dCS

~iso!1
v21/2,1/2

~2!iso

v0
, ~71!

Eqs. ~69! and ~71! allow us to deduce the true isotrop
chemical shiftdCS

~iso! of a peak relative tov0 for convention
Cz:

dCS
~iso!5

~k1l!dG2
~obs!2dG1z

~obs!

p1l
5

10

27
dG2

~obs!1kGzdG1z
~obs! .

~72!

Similarly, Eqs. ~70! and ~71! allow us to deduce the tru
isotropic chemical shift of a peak relative tov0 for conven-
tion Ck:

dCS
~iso!5

~k1l!dG2
~obs!2~11k!dG1k

~obs!

p1l
5

10

27
dG2

~obs!1kGkdG1k
~obs! .

~73!

The numerical values ofkGz andkGk for the four half-integer
quadrupole spins are reported in Table I. Of course,dCS

~iso!

itself is independent of conventions and depends only on
aqueous solution used as reference.

As mentioned above, the frequency offsetVF2
of v0 rela-

tive to the aqueous solution is used to establish the zero
position for the chemical shift scale along theF2 dimension.
It is not possible to set the zero ppm position in theF1
dimension experimentally. We must compute the freque
offset VF1

of v0 relative to the aqueous solution in theF1

dimension. Since the Hamiltonian associated with a f
quency offset and that of the isotropic chemical shiftHCS are
similar, the expressions about the isotropic chemical sh
such as Eqs.~69! and ~70!, remain valid for the frequency
offset. By analogy with Eqs.~69! and ~70!, where the
second-order quadrupole shift of the center of gravity of
central line was deleted, because this contribution is me
ingless for an aqueous solution, we deduce that

VF1z
5~k2p!VF2

5k1zVF2
~74!

for conventionCz and

VF1k
5

1

11k
VF1z

5k1kVF2
~75!

for conventionCk. Equation~74! is in agreement with tha
of Hanaya and Harris45 for I 5 3

2 and p523. Equation~75!
is in agreement with that of Massiot.46

The zero ppm position of the chemical shift in theF1
dimension is defined by the offset ofv0 relative to the aque-
ous solution whose Larmor frequency is equal tov0 /(2p)
minusVF1

:3
f

e

m

y

-

t,

e
n-

VF1z

v0 /~2p!2VF1z

'
VF1z

v0 /~2p!
~76!

for conventionCz and

VF1k

v0 /~2p!2VF1k

'
VF1k

v0 /~2p!
~77!

for conventionCk. As k1z is larger thank1k , the following
relation must be satisfied:

VF1z

v0 /~2p!
5

VF1k

v0 /~2p!
1~k1z2k1k!

VF2

v0 /~2p!
. ~78!

The approximation made in Eqs.~76! and ~77! is applied in
practice.87,88Now we know the position of an absorption lin
relative tov0 and the offset ofv0 relative to the aqueous
solution. Therefore we know the position of the absorpti
line relative to the aqueous solution, which is what we a
looking for.Equations (71), (72), and (73) remain valid eve
when the observed chemical shifts of the center of gravit
a peak along the two axes are referenced to an aque
solution instead ofv0.

We also deduce the second-order quadrupole shift of
center of the gravity of a peak

v21/2,1/2
~2!iso

v0
5

1

l1p
@dG1z

~obs!2~k2p!dG2
~obs!#

52kGz@dG1z
~obs!2k1zdG2

~obs!# ~79!

for conventionCz using Eqs.~69! and ~71!, and

v21/2,1/2
~2!iso

v0
5

11k

l1p FdG1k
~obs!2

k2p

11k
dG2

~obs!G
52kGk@dG1k

~obs!2k1kdG2
~obs!# ~80!

for conventionCk using Eqs.~70! and ~71!. However, Eqs.
~79! and ~80! do not allow us to determine the quadrupo
coupling constant and the asymmetry parameterh indepen-
dently. The latter may be obtained by fitting the line shape
the cross-section~parallel to theF2 dimension! of the peak.
If the spectrum has a featureless line shape, the param
CQh defined by Eq.~26c! is commonly used for characteriz
ing a material:

CQh5I ~2I 21!
v0

2p A 40

3@ I ~ I 11!2 3
4 #

3AkGz@dG1z
~obs!2k1zdG2

~obs!# ~81!

for conventionCz and

CQh5I ~2I 21!
v0

2p A 40

3@ I ~ I 11!2 3
4 #

3AkGk@dG1k
~obs!2k1kdG2

~obs!# ~82!

for conventionCk.
As for dCS

~iso!, the numerical value ofv21/2,1/2
(2)iso andCQh are

independent of conventions. They are related to two exp
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mental values, the observed chemical shifts of the cente
gravity of a peak in theF1 and F2 dimensions. Fernande
et al.67 established similar but not identical expressions
dCS

~iso! for unsheared and sheared spectra.
To summarize, the choice of the convention modifies

only the spectral width or the chemical shift range along
F1 dimension~see Sec. II E! but also the observed chemic
shift of the center of gravity of a peak relative to an exter
aqueous solution. However, the true isotropic chemical s
dCS

~iso! still allows us to compare the experimental results fro
different authors. Fortunately, theF2 dimension does not de
pend on the conventions, but the powder line shape ma
distorted by the MQ effects.

At this stage in data processing, we know how to use E
~74! or ~75! to define the zero ppm position of the hig
resolution isotropic axis in theF1 dimension. The observe
chemical shifts of the center of gravity of a peak in bo
dimensions are referenced to the aqueous solution instea
to v0 , thanks to Eqs.~74! or ~75!. The true isotropic chemi-
cal shift is provided by Eqs.~72! or ~73!, and the paramete
CQh by Eqs.~81! or ~82!, according to conventionsCz or
Ck.

III. EXPERIMENT

The sample was rubidium nitrate RbNO3 powder. The
87Rb (I 5 3

2 ) 2D 3Q-MAS spectra were obtained on Bruk
multinuclear spectrometers ASX-300 and -500 operating
98.2 and 163.6 MHz, respectively. Standard high pow
MAS probeheads equipped with 4 mm diameter rotors w
used. The rotor spinning rate was 10 kHz. The two-pu
3Q-MAS acquisition program with hypercomplex procedu
was kindly provided by Massiot. The chemical shift was r
erenced to an external aqueous solution of 1 M of RbNO3
which was used to determine the amplitudev rf of the rf
pulse. The experiments were carried out on-resonance w
recycle delay of 1 s.

At 98.2 MHz, v rf /~2p!583.3 kHz, corresponding to
p/2 pulse duration of 3ms. The first- and second-pulse d
rations were 7 and 2ms, respectively. The offset of the ca
rier frequency relative to the aqueous solution
VF2

523535 Hz. At 163.6 MHz,v rf /~2p!5100 kHz, corre-

sponding to ap/2 pulse duration of 2.5ms. The first- and
second-pulse durations were 4.5 and 4ms, respectively. The
offset of the carrier frequency wasVF2

524786 Hz.

The acquisition of the twot2-domain signals in quadra
ture was performed in simultaneous mode89,90 like the hyper-
complex or Stateset al. method. The dwell time was 50ms,
corresponding to a spectral width in theF2 dimension of 20
kHz. The acquisition for 256 complex data points was 1
ms. There were 128 increments of the experimental ev
tion period in steps of 30ms.

The data processing program including the shearing tra
formation, written for Macintosh computers, was dow
loaded from the WEB page of Grandinetti.91 Zero filling was
performed twice for theF1 dimension. In this dimension, th
dwell time for conventionCz is 30 ms and 53.33ms5(1
1k)330ms for conventionCk. The offset of the carrier
frequency relative to the aqueous solution in theF1 dimen-
sion isVF1z

, equal tok1z(534/9) timesVF2
, for convention
of

f

t
e

l
ft

be

s.

of

at
r
e
e

-

a

8
u-

s-

Cz. For conventionCk, VF1k
was equal tok1k(517/8)

timesVF2
.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 4 shows the contour plots of the unsheared
sheared 2D 3Q-MAS spectra of87Rb acquired at 98.2 MHz
The left-hand axis is labeled according to conventionCz
whereas the right-hand axis is for conventionCk. Scaling
and labeling theF1 dimension are independent of the she
ing transformation. However, a sheared 2D spectrum ma
the interpretation simpler. The linewidths of the three r
bidium sites in theF2 dimension, Rb~1!, Rb~2!, and Rb~3!,
are different, ranging from 20 to 30 ppm, and are indep
dent of the shearing transformation. On the other hand,
linewidths of the three sites along theF1 dimension in the
sheared spectrum@Fig. 4~b!# are similar and much smalle
than those of the three sites along theF2 dimension, less than
8 ppm for conventionCz and less than 4 ppm for conventio
Ck.

Figure 5~a! presents the cross-section spectra@parallel to

FIG. 4. Contour plot of the unsheared~a! and sheared~b! 2D
3Q-MAS spectra of the87Rb (I 5

3
2 ) nuclei in RbNO3 powder, ob-

tained at 98.2 MHz. The three87Rb sites, Rb~1!, Rb~2!, and Rb~3!,
are observed. Their contour lines are drawn every 10% starting
level of 7% and ending at 97% of the maximum point in the sp
trum. The left-hand side axis is labeled with conventionCz and the
right-hand side axis with conventionCk.
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theF2 dimension in Fig. 4~b!# of the three sites. The chem
cal shifts along theF1 dimension of these cross-section spe
tra are considered as the observed chemical shifts of the
ter of gravity of the spectrum along theF1 dimension. Their
values,dG1z

(obs) for conventionCz and dG1k
(obs) for convention

Ck, are reported in Table III. The observed chemical sh
of the center of gravity along theF2 dimensiondG2

(obs) of
these three cross-section spectra, reported in Table III
determined by the point at which the integral of the spectr
is half that of the full spectrum. The true isotropic chemic
shifts of these three sites, deduced from the observed ch
cal shifts in both dimensions using Eqs.~72! or ~73!, are
reported in Table III. They are similar to those of Mass
et al.41 and of Hanaya and Harris.45

The three line shapes in Fig. 5~a! are similar to those of
Massiotet al.41 and of Hanaya and Harris,45 who used simu-

FIG. 5. Cross-section spectra~parallel to theF2 dimension! of
the sheared 2D 3Q-MAS spectrum of the87Rb (I 5

3
2 ) nuclei in

RbNO3 powder, obtained at~a! 98.2 MHz @Fig. 4~b!# and ~b! at
163.6 MHz~Fig. 6!. The three chemical shift data for each87Rb site
are given in the following order: first the observed chemical shift
the center of gravitydG2

(obs) of a peak along theF2 dimension, then
the observed chemical shiftsdG1z

(obs) anddG1k
(obs) , along theF1 dimen-

sion, of the cross section for conventionsCz and Ck. In ~a!,
~235.2, 285.6, and248.1 ppm! for Rb~1!, ~242.4, 277.6, and
243.7 ppm! for Rb~2!, and ~240.8, 2100.2, and256.3 ppm! for
Rb~3!. In ~b!, ~nd, 287.4, and249.2 ppm! for Rb~1!1Rb~2! and
~232.2,2103.3, and258.1 ppm! for Rb~3!.
-
n-

s

re

l
i-

t

lated spectra to determine the quadrupole coupling cons
and the asymmetry parameter of each site. The parame
CQh5(e2qQ/h)(h2/311)1/2 of the three sites, deduce
from their results, are reported in Table III. We have a
reported our own values ofCQh obtained from the two ob-
served chemical shifts of the center of gravity of each s
using Eqs.~81! or ~82!. Our values for Rb~1! and Rb~2! are
very close to those of Massiotet al.41 and of Hanaya and
Harris.45 Only that of Rb~3! differs a little.

Figure 6 displays the contour plot of the sheared 2D 3
MAS spectrum of87Rb acquired at 163.6 MHz; the axes a
labeled as in Fig. 4. The Rb~1! and Rb~2! sites are not re-
solved as observed by Wanget al.,38 who worked with the
same Larmor frequency. This is not surprising, since at 13
MHz these two sites are hardly resolved.51,78Due to a higher
Larmor frequency, which makes the second-order quad
pole interaction weaker, the linewidths expressed in p
along theF2 dimension are much smaller than those in F
4~b!. When the linewidths are expressed in frequency un
the ratio of the linewidths is inversely proportional to th
ratio of the Larmor frequencies. On the other hand, the li

f

FIG. 6. Contour plot of the sheared 2D 3Q-MAS spectrum
the 87Rb (I 5

3
2 ) nuclei in RbNO3 powder, obtained at 163.6 MHz

Two of the three87Rb sites, Rb~1! and Rb~2! observed in Fig. 4, are
not resolved. Their contour lines are drawn every 10% starting
level of 7% and ending at 97% of the maximum point in the sp
trum. The left-hand side axis is labeled with conventionCz and the
right-hand side axis with conventionCk.
ra:
d

TABLE III. Various parameters of the three rubidium87Rb (I 5
3
2 ) sites in RbNO3 powder deduced from sheared 2D 3Q-MAS spect

dG2
(obs) is the observed chemical shift of the center of gravity of a peak along theF2 dimension,dG1z

(obs) anddG1k
(obs) are, respectively, the observe

chemical shifts of the center of gravity of a peak along theF1 dimension according to conventionsCz andCk, anddCS
~iso! is the true isotropic

chemical shift of a peak. Chemical shifts are expressed in ppm andCQh5(e2qQ/h)(h2/311)1/2 in MHz units.

This work Massiotet al.
~Ref. 41!
98.2 MHz

Hanaya and Harris
~Ref. 45!
65.5 MHz

Site

163.6 MHz 98.2 MHz

dG2
(obs) dG1z

(obs) dG1k
(obs) dCS

~iso! CQh dG2
(obs) dG1z

(obs) dG1k
(obs) dCS

~iso! CQh dG1k
(obs) dCS

~iso! CQh dCS
~iso! CQh

Rb~1! nd 287.4 249.2 nd nd 235.2 285.6 248.1 227.3 1.74 249.0 227.4 1.69 227.5 1.71
Rb~2! nd 287.4 249.2 nd nd 242.4 277.6 243.7 228.6 2.30 244.7 228.5 2.24 228.9 2.29
Rb~3! 232.2 2103.3 258.1 229.1 1.81 240.8 2100.2 256.3 231.8 1.86 257.1 231.3 1.79 231.4 1.79
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widths expressed in ppm along theF1 dimension are com-
parable to those in Fig. 4~b!. This suggests that the linewidt
in the F1 dimension is dominated by the anisotropy of t
chemical shift.

The line shape of the Rb~1!1Rb~2! in Fig. 5~b! is nearly
the sum of those in Fig. 5~a!. The observed chemical shift
are reported in Table III. Only the data concerning Rb~3! are
analyzed. Its true isotropic chemical shift is smaller than t
determined at 98.2 MHz but the parameterCQh has a value
similar to that of Massiotet al.41 and those of Hanaya an
Harris.45 Simulation of Rb~1!1Rb~2! spectrum in Fig. 5~b!
should yield the observed chemical shift of the center
gravity dG2

(obs) of these two sites.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed the successive stages of a two-p
MQ-MAS experiment with the hypercomplex detectio
method in order to scale in frequency units and to labe
chemical shift units the high-resolution isotropic axis of t
F1 dimension, taking into account conventionsCz andCk.
ConventionCz is preferable to conventionCk, because the
latter introduces the scaling factor (11k), modifying not
on

ion

s

in

.

W

t

f

lse

n

only the spectral width and the linewidth, but also the po
tions of the spinning sidebands along theF1 dimension.
Sheared 2D spectra allow us to determine the true isotro
chemical shift, the second-order quadrupole shift of the c
ter of gravity of a peak, and the parameterCQh . The latter is
of importance for characterizing featureless line shapes in
F2 dimension. Experimental verifications on the rubidiu
nuclei in RbNO3 show that experiments should still be ca
ried out with several magnetic fieldsB0 in order to resolve
all the peaks in theF1 dimension. The validity of the ana
lytical expressions concerning the true isotropic chemi
shift, the second-order quadrupole shift of the center of gr
ity of a peak, and the parameterCQh should be checked fo
other MQ-MAS sequences such as thez-filter sequence.
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